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Abstract. The influence of temperature and ion bombardment on growth mode,
structure and orientation of thin Co layers during their deposition onto air-cleaved
NaCl substrates was investigated by means of transmission electron microscopy.
It was found that both the substrate temperature and the ion bombardment cause
considerable changes in principle properties of Co layers, such as average grain
size, degree of crystallinity, structure, orientation and perfectness. In particular,
well-pronounced cubic phase was found to take place as a result of ion irradiation
during the deposition , in comparison with physical vapour deposited (without ion
irradiation) room temperature Co layers, which are predominantly hexagonal.
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2. Experimental
1. Inroduction
Magnetic thin (or ultra thin) layers and superlattices are receiving considerable attention
over the last years in the search for new materials with unusual magnetic and stmctural
properties induced mainly by a decrease in lattice dimensionality. In particular, progress
in vertical magnetic recording is expected with these new materials. In this field, Co
is especially interesting because of its remarkable behaviour in very thin layers [l].
Taking into consideration that the magnetic materials usually exist in a variety of
magnetic and crystallographic phases, and the strong dependence of their features on
layer morphology, stmcture and orientation, it follows that: One of the most intriguing
problems in this field is that of controlling the formation process and reproducibility
of thin layers and of modifying their stmcture and orientation.
The influence of the deposition parameters on layer fonnation and growth can be
generally explained in tenns of their effects on the sticking coefficient, the nucleation
density and the surface mobility of adatoms. In an actual deposition these quantities
are considered to be influenced by the following conditions: (i) the rate of deposition
Ri; (ii) the substrate temperature T 8 ; (iii) the residual gas pressure; (iv) the substrate
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morphology and cleanliness; (v) bombardment by different energetic particles (such as
ions, electrons or photons) etc.
The heterogeneous nucleation theory [2] predicts nucleation rate which varies exponentially with temperature, giving higher rates at lower temperatures. Stowells growth
theory [3] predicts an exponential dependence on temperature leading to more extensive
recrystallization and coalescence at high Ts. These temperature dependences are easily
understood since both nucleation and growth rates depend on atomic mobility. From
various considerations it would appear that the highest possible Ts would enhance
the fonnation of epitaxial layers [4] etc. Thus, the substrate temperature influences
the growth mode and detennines the thennal energy available for coalescence and
recrystallization during the growth, which in turn determines the final morphology,
structure and orientation of thin layers.
Growth of thin layers under simultaneous irradiation by an ion beam has attracted
considerable interest during the last two decades. This method, generally known as ion
beam-assisted deposition (IBAD), has become an established method for the synthesis
of thin layers and the modification of their density, structure, composition, hardness,
magnetic, electrical and optical properties. IBAD pennits a lower chemisorption temperature and provides nonequilibrium growth conditions which are exploited to produce
unusual materials with metastable structures or phases and possessing exceptional properties. IBAD is of particular interest since the cross section of ion-atom interaction is
several orders of magnitude higher than that of electron-atom or photon-atom interactions.
Thus, the aim of the present paper was to detennine separately the influence of substrate temperature and of ion irradiation during the growth of Co/NaCl layers on their
morphology, structure and orientation, and to compare the obtained results afterwards.
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A schematic diagram of the deposition system is
shown in Fig. I. The experiments were carried out
in conventional vacuum: the predeposition pressure
being ::::: 133 x 10- 4 Pa, increasing during the evaporation to 8.0x10- 4 -1.06x10- 3 Pa. Cobalt (quoted
as > 99 %) was evaporated from a corundum crucibk with a tungsten wire heater at a controlled rate
- monitored by a quartz oscillator. Further purification of Co was achieved by vacuum melting in
the corundum crucible. Substrates were optical-grade
NaCl(IOO) crystals, air-cleaved into plates (lOx !Ox
1 mm), mounted in massive copper holder, heated by
radiation from a tungsten wire heater. Ts was measured and maintained by copper/constantan thennocouple. The evaporation source was located at a distance ::::: 110 mm with regard to the substrate. For to
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of
typical experimental apparatus
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prevent the substrate from the radiant heating during the evaporation, a system of
protective screens was mounted between the source and the substrate. The shutter was
used to intem.1pt Co molecular beam.
An Ar+ beam was used as a nonreactive beam for bombarding Co layers during their
growth. Bombardment was performed with a specially designed ion gun - an axial ion
source with a hollow cathode discharge. The accelerating voltage was supplied to the
substrate holder. The "ion gun/substrate" configuration (Fig. 1) provides a nonnallyincident ion beam. The distance between the ion gun and the substrate was ~ 90 mm.
After deposition, the thin Co layers were floated off the NaCl substrates, mounted
on microscope grids and subjected to transmission electron microscope studies with
JEM-lOOB unit.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Influence of Substrate Temperature
As lmown, in its thermodynamic phase diagram Co appears with two allotropic modifications. At low temperatures Co crystallizes in a hexagonal close packed (hep) phase.
At temperatures higher than 417 °C it undergoes a phase transition to a face centered
cubic (fee) structure which it keeps up to the melting point (1495 °C).
As mentioned above however, it is of greater importance both from fundamental
and · practical view points to determine the behaviour of Co with the temperature in
thin layer.
Patrician and Wayman [4], being the only known authors who have studied the
same problem in the same system have found that: the substrate temperature of 20 °C
favours the growth of polycrystalline hep Co layers with a small average grain size;
and high Ts - predominantly fee Co layers with either a large average grain size or a
single-crystal epitaxial overgrowth. A transition between the low- and high-temperature
growth behaviour is found to occur at 200 °C. In this case polycrystalline layers of
intennediate grain size and with equal numbers of hep and fee grains are formed.
Unfortunately, the authors have no data in the temperature interval 20 °C and 200 °C,
which was of special interest to us (as it will be seen later).
Co layers were deposited on NaCl (100) single-crystal faces at various Ts and
Ri ~ 0.3 nm.s- 1 , the final thickness of every overgrowth being ~ 30 nm. Ri and
final thickness of Co layers were chosen so that to be optimal as regards the vacuum
conditions and the transmission electron microscope studies. The measurements were
performed at intervals of 10 °C, from room Ts to 350 °C. It was found that at higher
than 350 °C temperatures the condensation is not already complete and a sublimation
of the very substrate is possible, thus complicating the consideration. Owing to the
good enough distance from the evaporation source and to the system of protective
screens, Ts can increase not more than 5 °C during the deposition. Thus, since Ts has
not increased significantly during the evaporation, heating effects due to condensation
and radiation are not expected to have influenced the observed morphology, structure
and orientation of the overgrowth. This means that the layer temperature during the
growth was considered to be effectively the measure Ts.
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In Fig. 2 the micrographs and corresponding diffraction patterns of Co layers grown
at room Ts, 60, 90, 230 and 350 °C are shown. Concerning the morphology of Co
layers, the things look more clear. As seen (Fig. 2), the average grain size and degree
of ciystallinity of Co layers increase with Ts. It is seen also, that the thennal energy
at higher Ts (Fig. 2 (d, e)) is quite enough to induce coalescence and recrystallization.
It likes that the growth mode from "layer by layer" (or "normal") at low Ts, changes
to "island" growth at higher Ts (following Bauers classification [5] . It is known but
in advance, that the accurate detennination of growth mode at the very initial stages
of layer formation by means of above mentioned conventional microscope techniques
only, is not possible.
Concerning the structure and orientation of Co/ NaCl ( 100) layers however, the things
are more complicated. An indirect infonnation about layers structure e.g. can be derived
from the very micrographs in Fig. 2 (d, e). A presence of a number of twinned grains
which can be seen in the Co layers deposited at 230 °C and 350 °C is a verification of the
existence of fee phase [4]. The sequence of diffraction patterns in Fig. 2 shows marked
differences with increasing Ts. A transition from disordered, polycrystalline to epitaxial
cubic overgrowths was observed at ;: : : 90 °C. The presence of arcing and streaking in
the diffraction pattern in Fig. 2c indicates an inception of preferred orientation.
Correct interpretation of structure and orientation of Co overgrowths was too complicated since many of the hep and fee planes have nearly identical d-spacings . A special
examination e. g. must be done for to distinguish between d-spacings of (00_1)-hcp
and ( 111 )-fee structures, which are identical. Being the most close-packed planes, they
could be energetically preferred orientations during layer growth. In order to distinguish between hep and/cc structures, planes with d-spacings characteristic of only one
structure such as {200}, {222}, {400} in fee and {10.1} in hep are of considerable
importance, as well as the ring intensity.
In Fig. 3 a detail from analysis of diffraction patterns is illustrated. The diffraction
patterns of Co layers deposited at room Ts and 60 °C are compared. In both cases
ring patterns were obtained showing a polycrystalline nature. The upper half of the
composite drawing shows the diffraction pattern of Co layer deposited at room Ts 3:°d
the lower half - the diffraction pattern of Co layer deposited at 60 °C. It looks like
that in any event the observed rings can all be indexed consistently as a mixture of hep
and fee patterns. Room temperature overgrowth could be determined to be randomly
oriented hep Co and little, if any,fcc Co is discernible. The existence. of(~ 11) orien~ed
Co nuclei at room Ts is somewhat questionable, and if (111) nuclei do m fact exist,
they are few in number compared to (00.1) nuclei which produce a similar diffr~ction
pattern. Nevertheless, room temperature deposits are predominantly randomly onented
hep Since the stable low- temperature structure is hep, this is not ~ne~p~cted. Although
bulk Co transfonns from a fee to hep structure on cooling at 417 C, 1t is shown (lower
half in Fig. 3) that in thin layers fee Co is stable well below this temperature. Many
random fee crystallites oriented with (100), (110), ( 111 ), (210), (310), ~211) etc. to
the substrate surface were registered. It was established that Ts ;: : : 90 °C is enough to
favour the formation and growth of predominantly fee layers. The presence of very
faint arcs in the {200} and streaks in the {220} rings showing four-fold symmetry
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(Fig. 2c), suggests the inception of Co (100)[100] //NaCl (100)[100] epitaxy. For this
reason, by analogy with [4], the 90 ° C was determined as a transition Ts between the
low- and high-temperature growth behaviour. In spite of the strong dominance of fee
structure at higher Ts (Fig. 2 (d, e)) a complete epitaxy was not observed. At latter Ts
the hep Co still presents having mainly the close-packed (00.1) plane parallel to the
substrate surface, which is expected taking into consideration the low free energy for
this orientation.
There exists no serious difference in our and Patrician and Waymans [4] results,
regardless the better vacuum conditions used in their paper (::::l 1.33 x 10- 2 Pa). The
only discrepancy concerns transition Ts: 90 °C in our and 200 °C in their study, but it
sooner arises from the differences in criterion for determination of this parameter.
(20.0), ( 11.2), (20.1 ), (00.4), (3 11)
(10.3)

I

Room temperature
deposition

De osition at 60 °C
Fig. 3. Ring patterns of Co/NaCl layers evaporated at room substrate temperature
(upper halt), and at 60 ° C (lower halt)

3.2. Influence of Ion Bombardment

nding diffraction patterns of Co/NaCl
230 °C and (e) 350 ° C

Conventional vacuum deposition (without assistance of any energetic particles), known
as physical vapour deposition (PVD) involves low energy impingement of neutral atoms
upon the substrate and layer surfaces. The sticking coefficient of these atoms to the
surface is usually unity when the substrate is nominally at room Ts. At such low Ts
the adatoms have low mobility and are unable to migrate into the energetically most
favourable sites. As a result, PVD layers are characterized by high internal stresses,
extended defects such as voids, and by a columnar grain structure [6 -8]. Thus, it is
expected that the ion irradiation effects (related mainly with the enhancement of adatom
migration) will be the most pronounced at the lowest possible Ts which in our case is
the room Ts.
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Fig. 4. Transmission electron micrographs and corresponding diffraction patterns of Co/NaCl
layers for the cases of: (a) room Ts PVD; (b) room Ts !BAD, and (c) PVD perfonned prior to the
ion bombardment

The main parameters of the IBAD method: ion beam energy and current, Ri, ion
and neutral species are independent. However, the interaction of the ion beam with
the growing layer is a collective phenomenon and an interrelation exists between the
above mentioned parameters. The relation between ion beam energy and the particle
arrival ratio (ion/neutral), the energy dependence of the secondary effects such as
sputtering and collisional mixing, should be taken into consideration. As a general
criterion, it is appropriate to carry out the IBAD in an energy range which is low
enough to prevent the sputtering to be dominant, and at the same time the energy range
should be high enough to produce effective collisional interactions between the ions
and arriving neutral atoms at the substrate surface. One other important effect of the
ion bombardment is to dislodge or remove adsorbed residual gas contaminants during
the deposition, resulting in a cleaner layer and better adhesion [9, 10].
Co layers were evaporated onto air-cleaved NaCI(lOO) single crystal faces at room
Ts and R ~ 0.3 nm.s- 1 . The final thickness of every layer was ~ 30 nm. Pure Ar gas
was introduced to the bombarding ion gun at a partial pressure ~ 53 x 10- 2 Pa (with a
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background pressure 8.0 x io - 4 - 1.06 x 10- 3 Pa), delivering an ion beam with a current
~ 100 µA.cm - 2 and energy ~ 3 keV. The ion bombardment was started ~ 5 min
prior to every deposition , thus, precleaning up the substrate surface from residual gas
contaminants. During ion assisted deposition T s increased not more than 12 °C.
Micrographs and corresponding diffraction patterns of Co layers evaporated at room
Ts are shown in Fig. 4a for PVD, and in Fig. 4b for IBAD. The analysis of structure
and orientation of Co layers was perfonned following the same procedure as shown
above (see Section 3.1). In Fig. 5 (by analogy with Fig. 3), the composite drawing is
shown where the upper half corresponds to room T s PVD, and the lower half - to
room Ts IBAD.
As a result of the analysis of morphology, stmcture and orientation of PVD and
IBAD Co layers (Figs 4a, 4b and Fig. 5), it was established that:
• PVD room temperature Co layers (Fig. 4a and Fig. 5), were found to be polycrystalline hep (predominantly oriented with the most close-packed (00.1)-plane
to the substrate surface), with a small average grain size. Because of the complete
condensation (large supersaturations) which takes place at room Ts, the growth
mode seems to be "layer by layer" (or "normal") rather than "island" one (following Bauers terminology [5], in spite of the energetical considerations which
required for systems with week adhesion, such as Co/ NaCl , the "island" growth
to be favoured . As mentioned above however, the determination of growth mode
by means of used conventional microscope techniques only, is impossible.
• IBAD room Ts Co layers (Fig. 4b) were found to be morphologically and structurally rather different in comparison with PVD room Ts Co layers (Fig. 4a).
Clear pronounced nonequilibrium fee phase could be distinguished proceeding
from isolated, characteristic for fee structure rings as {200}, {222 } and {400}
(see Fig. 5 lower half). The IBAD Co layers can be indexed consistently as a
mixture of hep and f ee randomly oriented crystallites with (00.1), (100), ( 111 ),
(110), (210), (310), (211) etc. planes parallel to the NaCl (100). In addition, a
strong reduction in rings intensity of parasitic CoO can be observed as a result of
pre- and cleaning effects of the ion beam (Fig. 5). As seen in Fig. 4b, IBAD Co
layers seem to he coalesced with a larger average grain size as a result of growth
mode changes caused by ion irradiation.
In principle, the changes induced by energetic particles during the deposition are
often not characteristic of equilibrium thennodynamics as the incident particles energy is often many times the local adsorption or binding energy. The spatial extent
of the incident particles impact is generally very small and localized, and the impact
and subsequent events occur very quickly. Thus, bombardment induced effects are often not duplicated simply by rising the layer temperature [10]. In spite of the above
mentioned , the comparison with the results obtained in Section 3.1 shows that the ion
irradiation effects on morphology, structure and orientation of Co/ NaCl layers during
their deposition at room Ts are nearly equal to the effects of rising Ts to the range of
80 :::; Ts < 90 °C.
In Fig. 4c an experiment is demonstrated where the PVD was performed prior to
the ion bombardment. As a result it was found that the influence of ion irradiation on
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the properties of already deposited Co layer is practically negligible. It means that the
ion particle's energy used in our study is too low for to be able to induce essential
morphological and structural changes in already deposited Co layers , being in the
same time large enough for to produce considerable changes in layers morphology and
structure during IBAD. It is so, because of the fact that low energy (0.1 keV to a few
keV) ion beams are sensitive to the surface region because of large scattering cross
section compared with higher energy ion beams. A comparison could be made with
the results of Dobrev's study [ 11 ], the only known similar to our study, where thin
Co layers are subjected to higher energy ion beam bombardment after PVD onto glass
substrates at room T 8 • It is shown that as a result of bombardment with 10 ke V Ar ions
a transition of an hep Co layer with (10.1) orientation into/cc Co oriented with (110)
to the substrate surface takes place.
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Room temperature !BAD
Fig. 5. Ring patterns of room Ts PVD (upper halt), and room Ts !BAD Co/ NaCl
layers (lower halt)

4. Conclusions
A. The effects of substrate temperature on growth mode, structure and orientation of
Co/NaCl (100) layers can be generalized as follows:
• Room temperature deposits were found to be polycrystalline, predominantly
hep, with a small average grain size.
• Clear appearance parallel to hep of stable fee phase was observed at ~ 60 ° C
with randomly oriented crystallites with (100), (111), (110), (210), (310), (211)
and other planes to the NaCl (100) surface. The beginning of epitaxial growth
with a cubic plane to the substrate surface was observed at ~ 90 °C, so that
the latter was determined as a transition temperature between the low- and
high-temperature growth behaviour.
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• At higher than 90 °C temperatures a coalescence and recrystallization
were observed to take place, leading to the formation of predominantly
fee layers with a larger average grain size and preferred orientation
Co (I 00)[ 100] //NaCl (100)[100].
B. The effects of ion bombardment on growth mode, structure and orientation of Co
layers during their deposition onto NaCl (100) surfaces were studied at room Ts .
The original results obtained in the present study (no other results on IBAD in
Co/ NaCl system were found in the literature) could be summarized as follows:
• Ion irradiation changes the growth mode, producing more dense Co deposits,
increasing their average grain size, degree of crystallinity, perfectness etc.,
based mainly on enhanced adatom diffusivity and pre- and cleaning effects
caused by bombarding ions.
• Ion irradiation causes the fonnation of stable nonequilibrium fee Co phase at
the very room substrate temperature.
C. Comparing the results obtained in (A) and (B) it can be concluded:
In general, the effects of IBAD in Co/ NaCl system at room T s were found to
equal to the effects of rising the substrate temperature to 80 - 90 ° C at PVD in the
same system.
In addition, this study has to be considered as an initial step in discovering the IBAD
effects in Co/ NaCl system, related mainly with the search for metastable epitaxial Co
phases.
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